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In 1952 Robert Briggs and Thomas J. King published their article, "Transplantation of Living Nuclei from Blastula Cells into Enucleated Frogs' Eggs," in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, the culmination of a series of experiments conducted at the Institute for Cancer Research and Lankenau Hospital Research Institute in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. In this paper Briggs and King examined whether nuclei of embryonic cells are differentiated, and by doing so, were the first to conduct a successful nuclear transplantation with amphibian embryos. Previously nuclear transplantation had only been performed using amoebae cells. Briggs and King believed that by removing the egg nucleus and replacing it with a differentiated cell, they could study nuclear differentiation. During the experiment, they used two different species of frogs, Rana pipiens and Rana catesbeiana, to study and test whether the nucleus is differentiated. The nuclear transplantations performed in the experiment would later be referred to as cloning.

Although nuclei are equivalent during the early phases of development, previous studies regarding whether nuclei in various blastomeres continue to be alike or become differentiated did not exist. Thomas Hunt Morgan hypothesized that nuclei might differentiate according to their location in the cytoplasm, and that nuclear changes might achieve different consequences in the cytoplasm during cell differentiation. Briggs and King began searching for the answer by establishing a method to test whether nuclei or dividing embryonic cells are the cause of differentiation. It had been suggested to them by Jack Schultz that the answer could be obtained if it was possible to develop a method to successfully transplant nuclei. Following this advice, Briggs and King established a method of transplanting a nucleus from a differentiated cell into an enucleated frog egg. If they observed complete differentiation, Briggs and King could conclude that the nucleus is not differentiated. However, partial differentiation would demonstrate that irreversible nuclear differentiation had occurred. Amphibian embryos were used in this experiment, and have been primary experimental tools in embryology, due to their size and detectable features. Previous studies of frog embryos offered information that allowed Briggs and King to compare the data they obtained about the nuclei to the literature of the known properties of the amphibian embryo.

Briggs and King first worked with undifferentiated cells to ensure that both the nuclear transplant and the recipient egg cytoplasm were intact. When the transplant and recipient are undamaged, normal embryos develop. Briggs and King used amphibian cells from the late blastula, which are similar in size to differentiated cells of embryos that are a little older. These cells are small, and consequently harder to work with. However, these cells were used because they are undetermined and as a result, their nuclei cannot be differentiated. In order to transplant the nucleus, the recipient egg was punctured with a glass needle to
activate the egg so that it rotated causing the animal pole to migrate to the top. The nucleus was then removed with a needle by Porter’s technique. A blastula or early gastrula was opened and a single animal pole cell was obtained with a micropipette. The cell surface was broken when the cell was drawn up into the needle. Briggs and King then injected the contents into the enucleated egg.

When Briggs and King punctured eggs of Rana pipiens, they observed rotation and abnormal cleavage or blastula formation. When eggs were both punctured and enucleated, Briggs and King observed no signs of cleavage at all. In an attempt to further test the success of the method, Briggs and King enucleated some normally inseminated eggs. From this, they obtained androgenetic haploids which proved that punctured and enucleated eggs will rarely maintain the egg nucleus by mistake and will not develop. Briggs and King then obtained cytological evidence that the egg nucleus was successfully removed. Therefore, their experiment showed that living nuclei could be transplanted from blastula or early gastrula cells into enucleated eggs.

Briggs and King wanted to further prove their technique by transplanting Rana catesbeiana nuclei into R. pipiens enucleated eggs. The hybridization of these two species is lethal. Therefore, if the transplantation was successful, Briggs and King would see a halt in development and shortly thereafter, embryo death. This part of the experiment was performed by inseminating R. pipiens eggs with R. catesbeiana sperm to create donor blastulae. In some eggs the nuclei were removed while the rest were allowed to develop. Briggs and King obtained results which showed that development ceased in a uniform manner followed by embryo death. This proved the successful transplantation of blastula cell nuclei into enucleated frogs’ eggs which resulted in nucleated embryos that undergo normal differentiation.

The technique that Briggs and King developed was valuable for the study of nuclear differentiation as well as evaluating whether altered nuclei retain the ability to undergo mitosis. Briggs and King found that when both the donor nucleus and the recipient egg are from the same species, cleavage occurred and the embryo developed normally. When R. pipiens and R. catesbeiana were used, development slowed and embryo death followed. The hybridization of these two species is lethal in nature. Therefore, Briggs and King demonstrated that blastula cell nuclei can be transplanted undamaged. In the experiment, they proved that their technique was successful and could be used in further studies. Briggs and King created what was later recognized as the first animal clone, which essentially led to future research on somatic cell nuclear transfer.